Rare picture by J M Cave a Detroit photographer. Published on
www.makemacombyourhome.com
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Below is where the family took a bath. First the adults standing in the tub near the stove
later the kids in the tub.
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History of Macomb County
People have lived here several thousand years at least since the end of the last Ice Age.
As the glaciers melted plants returned and the animals moved further North. As the
animals moved North ancient man who lived by hunting followed. At that time there was
a land bridge between Asia and Alaska. It is believed that that is how man got to North
America. These "Indians" are referred to by archaeologists as "Paleo-Indian People". It
is believed that they were in Michigan about 12,000 years ago. They followed the herds
of animals which they depended on for food and clothing. Later they were primitive
hunters living in a boreal lakeshore environment later with spruce forest cover. They
made stone tools from chert. They also made tools from bone and antlers.
These people were followed by a "Late-Paleo-Indian Culture". Who hunted deer, wolf,
muskrat, black bear, turtles, birds, bison, and fish.
The Archaic Indian Culture existed in Michigan from 7000 to 2000 BC. Their culture
adapted to life in a deciduous forest, but near lakes and rivers. They hunted, fished and
gathered wild edible plants such as berries and nuts. They brewed vitamin rich teas from
leaves of junipers, hemlock trees and other plants.* There is some evidence that the
climate was changing and they had to adapt. They learned to grind granite stone and
polish it into tools with which they could make wooden tools, bowls and dugout canoes.
The Late Archaic Indian culture existed in Michigan approximately from 3000 BC to
2000 BC and had a much more diffuse economy. They used acorns, pines, beech,
walnut, butternuts, hickory, and grapes. 'Their meat was mainly muskrats and fish. This
people had contacts with others that mined copper in the upper peninsula, and they
traded with others in what is now Mexico. What caused their sudden mysterious
disappearance is unknown.
The Early Woodland period (1,000 to 300 B.C.) was a period of "firsts." According to
the Michigan Historical Library who state “People planted the first gardens, made the
first pottery, and built the first burial mounds.” Their rough pottery was used to cook and
prepare food. So by this time they had mastered the use of fire.
Around 300 B.C. to A.D. 500, called The Middle Woodland Period Hopewell peoples
moved into Michigan from the south.* They built large, complex burial mounds which
sometimes contained as many as 20 persons. The mounds were built over tombs in
which as many as 20 people might be buried. Since they did not have shovels they
carried dirt to the site in containers and piled it up. “Oftentimes, people were buried with
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interesting and unusual objects from far-away places. These objects included such things
as copper beads from the shores of Lake Superior, cups made of shell from the Gulf of
Mexico and fresh-water pearls from the Mississippi River valley.”*
Over 1000 mounds have been recorded in Michigan. Mound Road was named after a big
mound, (now destroyed), that was discovered near that road. Some Indians put their
dead on platforms. Remember Indians did not have shovels. Often the dirt was carried in
baskets and piled on top forming a mound. Many Indian peoples, other than the mound
builders, buried their dead in mounds. Sometimes they made these mounds in the outline
shape of animals. Some mounds had enclosures in them which were like rooms.
Others were large such one at the one at the mouth of the Clinton which had a
circular enclosure that contained three acres. The Indians believed in an after life
and buried with their dead things they thought they would use. Macomb County
had at least 8 Indian villages, 4 burying grounds, 8 circular enclosures, and 1
rectangular enclosure. There were also at least 28 mounds. There actually were more
mounds but they were already destroyed by pot hunters and farmers. Even stranger were
the mysterious earth work forts and shaped earth designs with 18 inch tall inner and
outer designer walls that are called “gardens” which took on geometric patterns. We still
do not know what they were used for. See books by Hinsdale and Hubbard. The
Hopewell used tobacco and carved beautiful stone pipes, often in the shapes of animals.*
The Late Woodland Indians (A.D. 500 to 1,650) were the ones who first had a true
agricultural base. They planted corn, squash, melons, and beans. They also were
gatherers of berries and nuts, rice and other wild edibles and they hunted mainly hunted
deer, elk and small mammals. They also were good fishers sometimes using fish nets.
They tapped sugar maple trees for sap and made maple sugar.
The Indians that the Frenchmen found here were living in the new Stone Age. That is
they had learned to use stone as tools such as hammers, axes and arrowheads. These
Indians were in two large groups The Iroquois, and the Algonquians. The Warren area
was part of the hunting-gathering grounds of the above peoples. Many times in the past
this area was part of a no-man's land between warring groups. Many innocent people
were needlessly slaughtered over the centuries. Many also died of injuries, disease, lack
of food and exposure in winter. The Indian population of Michigan probably never
exceeded 30,000.
Indian Life
Indians lived in families. Most of their daily activities centered on getting food clothing
and shelter. The men hunted and or farmed and the women and children prepared the
food and did most of the other tasks. In Michigan hunting gathering and fishing provided
them more food than farming.
Shelters consisted of branches covered with barks skins and leaves. The Iroquois had
large rectangular dwellings called long houses which several families shared. Their tools
consisted of shaped stones, clubs, spears, bows, arrows, hooks, traps nets, chemicals and
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hand tools of bone or shell. Often the villages had tall stake fences around them called
palisades for protection against enemies.
Wars occurred frequently. Many tribes opposed fighting and others were so poor that
they had to spend all of their time searching for food. Others kept taking their land.
In the late 1500’s five tribes the Cayuga, Onondaga, Oneida, Mohawk and Seneca
formed the Iroquois nation under Chief Hiawatha. Indians believed in spirits.
Complicated ceremonies were common. They also wore ugly masks during disease
curing rituals. (Viola and National Geographic)
Bloody Invasions
The Hurons told many tales of invasions by tribes from the North such as the
Chippewas, Ottawas, and Pottawatomies. Many of them were slaughtered by the other
Iroquois during the cruel Indian wars from 1600-1820. The French set the Algonquians
and Hurons against the English and Iroquois. The English set the Iroquois against the
French, Americans and Hurons. The Dutch furnished muskets and the English furnished
scalping knives, guns and bought scalps. Thousands of innocent settlers were killed as
well as neutral Indians. Some of those killed may well have been some of the first
settlers in this area. The area was covered with thick forest of Oak, Beech, Maple, Black
Walnut, Pine and other trees. The Clinton River (then called the Huron) and its
tributaries had pure water then. However it may have been named Red Run because
occasions of the blood in the water resulting from children and families who lived on the
banks of this creek being needlessly butchered by killers. This happened because there
was no “Rule of Law”, rather it was rule of brute force.
If all of the above time was on a regular clock face, the last fraction of the last second
would be when mankind appeared in Michigan several thousand years ago. I
rediscovered a mound that was built by them while working on hiking merit badge as a
scout. It was taller than I was and pyramid shaped but the top was round probably from
erosion. American Indians spoke hundreds of different languages. There were countless
tribes over time, most of which are unknown.. This area was a hunting ground and home
for thousands of years, long before our direct ancestors came over on boats from Europe.
The Indians did not have written laws. Tribes had traditions they sometimes followed
but varied from them at the whim of the ruling chief or warrior. Most of the time they
were kind. Some prepared for war. Some practiced war. They had to in order to survive
against other war-like people. They practiced slavery and extreme cruelty at times
including torture. On the other hand they often lived in harmony with others and with
nature. The Indians have interesting traditions. They got to know nature by living in it
and using it. They got to know the local plants and what they were good for. Some like
cattails were good for many things such as food, mats, baskets, bedding, baby diapers,
and fire starters. These peoples did not write or read. They kept their history as oral
traditions in the form of stories told at campfires. Their dances tell stories. Most of our
ancestors also were in tribes and lived like the Indians did. There are interesting books
about their way of life in the Library. You can still visit a real Indian pow-wow, see their
dances and talk to real Indians.
In 1796 Christian Clemens surveyed a half-Indian half-French settlement on the Huron
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River (Clinton). He later built the first house there in what became Mt Clements.
To the early pioneers the Indians could be friend or foe. Some Indians such as the
Delawares were Christians and were very friendly and kind. Others like the roving bands
of paid scalpers hired by the English would butcher an entire family just for the scalps.
There was much needless violence practiced by the English, French, American settlers
and Indians. We must learn that there are better ways to settle disputes than brute force.
Our area was abounding in wildlife.
Our area was also home to some ancient animals such as the American mastodon, saber
toothed cats, short legged rhinoceros, long horned bison, giant ground sloth, and an early
camel all millions of years ago. On July 24, 1701, Antoine De La Mothe Cadillac and his
command of about one hundred men, which included his nine-year-old son Antoine,
landed at the foot of a thirty-foot cliff along the Detroit River. Cadillac built here Fort
Pontchartrain du De Troit (the straits). This later became the city of Detroit. Madame
Cadillac, several months later, traveled one thousand miles by canoe to join her husband,
becoming the first European woman in Michigan. Cadillac left Detroit in 1710. The
Michigan Historical library states that his settlement had become home to several
thousand Native Americans, but only a handful of French Canadians.
In 1701 Cadillac wrote that there were forests of full grown trees or walnut, white oak,
red oak, ash, pine, whitewood, cottonwood, straight as arrows with no knots and without
branches except at the very top. ”Under these broad walks one sees hundreds of timid
deer and faun, also the squirrel bounding in his eagerness to collect the apples and plums
with which the earth is covered. Here the cautious turkey calls and conducts her
numerous brood to gather the grapes.” Golden pheasants, the quail, partridge, woodcock,
and numerous doves swarm in the woods and in the country which is dotted with
thickets.” “The fish here are nourished and bathed by living water of crystal clearness
and their great abundance renders them none the less delicious.” He writes of the
prodigious courageous Eagle, “Swans are so numerous that one would take for lilies the
reeds in which they are crowded together. Luxuriant grass which fatten woolly buffaloes
of magnificent size. Silas Farmer also states that other early accounts tell of elk, moose,
wolves, bears, rabbits, otters, lynxes, wildcats, beavers, musk-rats, meadow larks,
bobolinks, robins, and humming birds. “so numerous and large, indeed, were the wild
bisons, that the making of garments from their wool was seriously considered.” In 1824
myriads of wild pigeons made their roosts in the forests of the country. They were so
numerous that hundreds could easily be killed with a walking stick. (Silas Farmer p11)
Michigan is indeed a water wonder land with about 1/5 of the fresh water in the world.
French Rule The arrival of the Europeans
In the 1600’s Europeans were venturing into Michigan. At first most were from France
but also from other countries. They discovered a wilderness covered with huge trees,
white pines over five feet in diameter at the base and 200 feet tall, abundant wildlife
such as beaver, lakes and streams with fish. 1600-1668 French missionaries and fur
traders ventured into upper Michigan especially the area of Sault Ste Marie. In 1668, the
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legendary Jesuit missionary and explorer Fr. Jacques Marquette named this settlement
Sault Ste. Marie, the first “city” in the Great Lakes region. According to Michigan
History magazine (http://www.michiganhistorymagazine.com/ kids/pdfs/guide1.pdf)
When the French arrived in the upper Great Lakes in the mid-seventeenth century, they
discovered nine Indian tribes that totaled an estimated 100,000 people. The largest was
the Huron, which lived in the region between Lakes Erie, Ontario and Huron. Tribes
living in present-day Michigan included the Ojibway, the Odawa and the Potawatomi.
Other tribes living in the area included the Menominee, the Sac (also Sauk), the Fox, the
Winnabago and the Miami.” They shared three beliefs: 1) Spirits were more powerful
than men; 2) Nature—the land, animals and plants—belonged to everyone; and 3) No
one had the right to run another person’s life. Everyone living in an Indian village
worked.” “Michigan Indians were not as warlike as other Native Americans. When they
did fight, it was because another group had moved too close to their territory. They also
fought to avenge a wrong done to one of them by someone from another village or
tribe.” The French exploited the area for furs. The French gave the Indians beads,
blankets, tomahawks, copper kettles, and guns.
Malaria and ague
By 1710 nearly 6000 Indians from many tribes were visiting near the area of the Fort at
Detroit trying to get the French to give them things. This meant that they were hunting in
Warren. In the past the French had given lots of gifts to the Indians. But the King of
France had ordered an end to buying furs and an end to the giving of gifts. This angered
the Indians and led to the murders of many French fur traders. Soon the tribes were
fighting amongst themselves for territory.
1745 Parties You don’t want to go to this party!
Into this wonderful land of beauty and peace, again as in countless times before, came
strangers and killed the peaceful settlers. Men, women and children were needlessly
massacred. Why?
Silas points out that as early as 1745 the French outfitted war excursion parties. These
killed scalped, tortured any settler or anyone that they did not like. They also took many
women and children as slaves. I quote Silas “The fact is undoubted and indisputable that
at Detroit and other posts under both French and English rule, the Indians received
goods in payment for human scalps as regularly as for coon and muskrat skins.” (Farmer
p232)
On August 31, 1747 a settler named Martineau wandered a little to far from the fort and
was scalped by four Indians.
George Washington
Colonel George Washington in 1753 on his return trip from interviewing the French
commandant was himself narrowly escaped being massacred by the Indians. (Farmer
p232)
Cannibals
French residents of Detroit in 1756 stated that Iroquois actually ate the flesh of persons
slain in battle. (Farmer p 322)
In November of 1757 a party of three hundred Canadians and Indians fell upon the
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German settlers killed forty took one hundred and fifty captives and carried off an
immense quantity of provisions and livestock. (Farmer p 233)
During French rule four kings and three regents exercised authority over Warren Henry
IV Mary de Medici, Louis XIII, Anne, Louis XIV, Louis XV. They wanted power wealth
and comfort for themselves. They did not care about our ancestors or their subjects.
The Language Problem
Back in the past there were over 10,000 languages. Now there are still over a thousand
languages spoken around the world and English is understood by only about ten percent
of all humans.
We need an “auxiliary international vocabulary” for use between speakers of different
languages.
Humans need to understand each other especially in emergencies. If you look at any
world almanac’s history section you will see that mankind’s history is filled with
thousands of years of senseless unnecessary violence that continues into today. Today we
still have Americans and thousands of other humans dying around the world in senseless
and needless violence often set off by communication failure. This failure is due to not
being able to understand the hundreds of languages spoken in the world and due to the
absurd notion that most people in the world are going to learn English. In fact most
people in the world don’t have time to learn English with all of its irregularities and
ambiguous words, and they certainly will not learn it in our lifetime. So we need an easy
to learn international vocabulary. There is one which has been proved successful called
Esperanto. (No it is not Spanish, rather an international easy to learn vocabulary.
International Vocabulary
French settlers
There were many French settlers around Detroit and northward mostly along the banks
of the Detroit River and lake St Clair. These extended all the way up to Mt Clemens.
They had very long narrow farms that touched on the water’s edge. They were mostly a
happy peaceful lot. Reports from Detroit were that it was a fairly happy place where
almost everyone were friends. Any trouble was dealt with quickly by the military
stationed there. The French settler’s friendliness to the Indians probably saved their lives
later. But the Indians continually begged for things.
Between 1689 and 1763 France and Great Britain fought four wars. The French and
Indian War went from 1754-1760 was really the struggle between the French and the
British for domination of North America. The British defeated the French and took
control of Canada, Michigan and the fur trade. About 160 years of French rule came to
an end in 1760.
The Bloody British
British Rule began on November 29 1760 when British Major Robert Rogers and his
command arrived at Detroit. At that time there were 300 houses and 2,000 inhabitants.
The English were also after furs and wanted to own North America.
The British did not treat the Indians as well as the French did. They did not give out as
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many gifts and they set the Indian tribes against each other and against American
settlers. The Indians were duped by Europeans into killing one another and killing
Europeans and later killing American settlers. In general the Indians were cheated out of
their lands, displaced sometimes murdered by Europeans and Americans and sometimes
they retaliated. A few of their descendants still live in Macomb County.
We in our time have rule by law. They had rule by brute force.
When word of the American Revolution came in most of the French settlers were more
sympathetic to the Americans than to the British. The British did not want American
settlers coming into the area so they had them killed.
The British gave bands of Indians guns, gun powder, tomahawks and scalping knives.
The British actually bought scalps and led raiding parties against settlers, and any Indian
family not aligned with them. Again it was rule by brute force rather than rule by law.
Hundreds of Michigan settlers and Indians were brutally tortured and scalped including
children. Settlers in the Macomb county area did not escape this terrible fate.
Pontiac’s rebellion
In late April 1763 Ottawa war chief Pontiac called a grand council of the tribes in the
vicinity of Detroit and urged them to join him in an attack upon the British fort. The Red
Run got its name because the water turned red from the blood of those slain by Pontiac's
warriors. Pontiac proposed a plan to capture Fort Detroit. On the morning of May 7, fifty
warriors accompanied him to the fort, each carrying a concealed tomahawk or knife.
Pontiac carried a green-and-white wampum belt (shells embroidered into a belt). Once
inside the fort, he would signal the attack by turning the belt over. The fort’s
commander, Major Henry Gladwin, had learned of the plan and Pontiac’s followers
found themselves outnumbered by the British redcoats, who were armed and ready.
Pontiac and his men left the fort. The next day the Indians returned and asked to be
allowed into the fort. Gladwin refused. Pontiac then placed Detroit under siege. Detroit’s
defenders worried about flaming arrows and suffered a constant shortage of supplies,
yet, the Indians failed to close Gladwin’s water link to the east and force the fort’s
surrender. Several other British forts fell. If there were any American settlers in Warren
they were probably butchered. But by fall, Pontiac’s warriors needed to return to their
families and the siege ended.
Although there was no fighting in Michigan during the American Revolution except for
the killing of settlers, Detroit was the center of British power in the west. Word of the
American Revolution reached the frontier of which the Detroit area was a part. The
British told the Indians that the American settlers would be taking their land. The British
gave bands of Indians guns, powder, tomahawks and scalping knives. Raids on
American settlements in the east were organized from Detroit. Thousands of American
settlers died because of the raiders.
Hamilton the Hair Buyer (scalp buyer)
The British Commander of Detroit became known as "Hamilton the Hair Buyer"
because he bought scalps. Englishmen sometimes led the Indians on raids on American
settlers. Ferris Lewis in his book My State and Its Story states "So murderous were these
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raids that the year 1777 is known in American History as the year of the three bloody
sevens. Mutilated bodies with scalps gone, smoldering ashes of what was once a settler's
cabin on the frontier, tales of horror and massacre; these marked the trail of the Indian
raiders. Hundreds of settlers thus perished before the Indians' guns and tomahawks."
Many innocent people were also cruelly tortured.
The Treaty of Paris in 1783, obligated the British leave Detroit it took them thirteen
years and some naval battle losses before they left. British rule which began in 1760
ended by 1815. They left a bloody 55 year legacy. They earned the title Bloody British.
What the settlers had to say about the Indians
Here is what one settler reported about the Indians: The women cultivated Indian corn,
beans, peas, squashes and melons. The Indians danced, and play games such as la crosse.
In summer most of the men went naked except for a breech cloth and moccasins. Some
wear fancy clothes with lots of vermillion and buffalo hide robes in the winter. many
paint their bodies in colorful colors. They often play village against village with heavy
betting. (Farmer p 322)
Regarding the Hurons Silas quotes a French memoir. They are the most industrious
nation they can be seen the scarcely dance are a always at work raise a very large
amount of Indian corn, peas, beans, some grow wheat but they construct their huts
entirely of bark. very strong and solid very lofty and very long in arch like arbors. Their
fort is strongly encircled with pickets and bastions well redoubled and have strong gates.
They are the most faithful nation to the French and most expert hunters we have. Their
cabins are divided into sleeping compartments which contain their misirague and are
very clean. They are the bravest of all nations and possess considerable talent. They are
well clad. Some of them wear close overcoats the men are always hunting summer and
winter and the women work. When they go hunting in the fall a goodly number remain
to guard their fort. The old women and through out the winter the other women who
remain gather wood in large quantity. The soil is very fertile. Indian corn grows there to
the height of ten to twelve feet. Their fields are very clean and very extensive. Not the
smallest weed is to be seen in them. (Farmer p 322)
Christian Indians Built Michigan's First Road here
1783 peaceful Christian Delaware Indians, escaping from marauding American militia,
sought refuge on the Clinton River on land granted by the Chippewa. They were
ministered to by the Moravian missionaries. They wanted to provide their good
neighbors and themselves with a road that could get their corn to the mill in Detroit. A
road was needed because the ground was often too muddy for wagons. By 1786 this
group of surviving, Moravian Christian Indians had built the first inland road in
Michigan in order to carry their wheat to the mill on Tremble Creek. It ran 23 and one
half miles from what is now Southwest Mt. Clemens along the south branch of the
Clinton River, along Red Run, then heading south along Bear Creek down what is now
Sherwood, then Southeast along Connor which was along Tremble's Creek now
Connor's Creek to Tremble's mill. A mean man by the name of Connor married Tremble
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and later the creek became Connor's Creek. It was at the point where ten mile road
crossed this old trail road that Kunrod’s corners was established which eventually lead to
the creation of Center Line. What a wonderful legacy they left to our American pioneers
after their tribe had been brutally massacred by the Americans. Oh, their reward was to
be forced off of their settlement again. The first settlers may have followed this plank
road that the Peaceful Indians had built along the Red Run Creek to a higher spot near
what is now Mound Road.
Some Indians were very trustworthy and had accounts with local merchants. In 1815
there probably 40,000 Indians in the State of Michigan. 1825 30,000 by 1880 10,141.
Even though treaties were signed by 1783, the British still tried to maintain their power
and influence with the Indians. This embolded the Indians and they became more hostile
killing many Americans. Silas states “Competent authorities estimate that from 1783
to 1790 not less than three thousand persons were scalped or made captives by
bands from Detroit.”
This led to the US Government and groups forming armies to kill the Indians.

American Scalps were paraded daily thru Detroit
Sometimes the Indians won. In 1790 scalps of American soldiers were paraded daily
thru the streets of Detroit accompanied by the demoniac scalp-yells of the warriors who
had taken them. (Farmer p265) Not all Indians agreed with treaties that cheated them out
of their lands and they continued to fight when ever and where ever they could often
killing innocent settlers.
Having had thousands of settlers massacred, the Americans went on the attack. They
raised militias and armies. American settlers often cruelly attacked innocent and
harmless Indians such as the Moravians who were gentle, and peace loving.
General George Rogers Clark and about five hundred frontiersmen led raids against the
Indians and the French. Their call was that the only good Indian was a dead Indian.
The American victory at the Battle of Fallen Timbers, and the presence of Wayne’s
Army , forced the British to leave Michigan. On July 11, 1796, the American flag was
raised over Detroit. In general after 1820 what few Indians that had not fled or been
killed lived in peace with the settlers. They realized that they were outnumbered and that
their hunting, gathering, killing way of life was doomed.
10,000 Americans Kidnapped
1794 Jay’s treaty GET OUT!
The Treaty of Paris (1783) officially ended the American War for Independence, but
England refused to leave the forts in the Northwest Territory; also she seized American
ships, forcing American sailors to serve in England's war against France. The British still
wanted to own North America. They also wanted to control the seas. The British
captured over 1000 American ships and kidnapped over 10,000 Americans. They also
tried to stop Americans from trading around the world. They fired on American ships.
This led to the US to declaring war on the British. In 1794 Jay's Treaty ended British
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control over Detroit. (from
http://www.earlyamerica.com/earlyamerica/milestones/jaytreaty/)
In 1781 The Spanish attacked Michigan at Fort Miami.
William Tucker was probably the first European person speaking the English language
ever brought into this region, [probably about 1760] who afterward settled within the
county.
In 1796 Christian Clemens surveyed a half-Indian half-French settlement on the Huron
River (Clinton). He later built the first house there. This area was a part of New France
but it was claimed by the British and Americans.
American Frontiersman George Rogers Clark and about 172 frontiersmen led raids
against the Indians and the British. Go to www.statelib.lib.in.us to learn more about
Clark. Why would they do this?
In 1796 General John F Hamtramck was sent to occupy Detroit for the Americans. This
was July of 1796. At this time Wayne County was formed. The population was just over
500. This probably did not count Indians. This is down from the often over 2,000 count
when the British ran the place. Many British loyalists had left for Canada.
Our area was part of the North West Territory until 1815 when it became the Michigan
Territory. In 1805, President Thomas Jefferson signed an act establishing the Michigan
Territory.
Of course it was a start at law and order, even if it was martial law.
In 1805 The American emigration had begun and by 1810 Detroit had a population of
750. The population of the entire Michigan territory was 4762.
According to reports most Indians were beggars and the French and British gave them
much. The Americans had to feed them. They even asked for free blacksmith service.
They did not knock but just came in and begged. This continued all year. By 1825 they
were becoming a big nuisance. Some would get drunk and lay around. (Farmer p323)
In 1813 hundreds of soldiers died from diseases at Detroit during the fall and winter
of 1813.
By early 1814 the young United States was insolvent. The British almost took back the
United States in 1814. They beat the American navy. The British marched on
Washington DC. They burned the Capitol. They attacked American Forts. But then
the Americans got lucky. Major General Andrew Jackson, known to his men as "Old
Hickory." managed to beat the British in the Battle of New Orleans.
In later years groups of Americans also launched attacks on Canada from Detroit.
Fort Gratiot was built in 1814 at Port Huron. Americans considered the British
enemies.
Battle on Lake Erie
After battles and naval battles on Lake Erie, The War of 1812 was over by the February
of 1815.
Because of Put-in-Bay In American Hands to Stay. By 1816 the British had withdrawn,
and Detroit was back in the hands of the Americans to stay. Commodore Perry and a
place called Put-in-Bay in the battle of Lake Erie put Macomb County area into
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American control at last.
The war, which ended in late 1814, had a devastating effect upon Michiganians.
Claiming that more than half the territory’s population was “destitute,” Territorial
Justice Augustus Woodward noted in March 1815, “the desolation of the territory
is beyond all perception.”
Not until the Americans took control of this area and broke the power of the British and
their Indian allies was it safe to settle here. A study by Kentucky showed that 1520
American settlers from Kentucky were murdered in repeated ravages between 1783 and
1790 in the North. In reality the number may have been double that if the years 17001830 are factored in.

Epidemics
Medical care for the settlers was nonexistent. There were no doctors or hospitals or even
medicine. Medical knowledge was lacking. You lived or you died. Often people did not
know what to do if they got sick. There were no phones to call for help or advice.
With epidemics often family members were laid side by side in common graves. Often
several family members died within a short time. Many people died of conditions we
have cures for now. Many children died young. Many died or suffered close calls even in
Center Line and Warren. Smallpox, Cholera, Influenza, TB, Diphtheria, Malaria and
others were feared because they were killers (and still are). Many of the pioneer women
died early deaths in childbirth. Many children of Center Line and Warren parents died
very young of diseases we now have cures for, just as millions of children today are
dying of diseases we have cures for and from malnutrition. Some right here in Michigan.
Hospitals and good medical care just did not exist until recently. Many so called early
doctors did not even graduate from medical school and even if they did the medical
knowledge back then was often inadequate. Now we have hospitals and doctors with
good medical training but 200,000 people die a year from medical malpractice.
Cholera
What a tragedy. Some immigrants traveled thousands of miles to come to Detroit and
while waiting to buy Macomb County land at the land office in Detroit picked up the
cholera bacteria and died shortly thereafter. There was a huge cholera outbreak in 1832.
It is very probable that Warren area settlers (or soon to be settlers) came down with it or
died of it. Cholera can be prevented. How does a person get cholera? A person may get
cholera by drinking water or eating food contaminated with the cholera bacterium. In an
epidemic, the source of the contamination is usually the feces of an infected person. The
disease can spread rapidly in areas with inadequate treatment of sewage and drinking
water. The cholera bacterium may also live in the environment in brackish rivers and
coastal waters. Shellfish eaten raw have been a source of cholera, and a few persons in
the United States have contracted cholera after eating raw or undercooked shellfish from
the Gulf of Mexico. The disease is not likely to spread directly from one person to
another; therefore, casual contact with an infected person is not a risk for becoming ill.
Many children and adults died of diseases we have cures for now.
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Because of the poor drainage there were more misquotes which spread disease. Many of
the pioneer women died early deaths in childbirth.
There were no roads so areas close to rivers and lakes were settled first. You can’t drive
a wagon thru the woods and get very far. There were several Indian trails in the 1700’s.
One trail followed the shoreline From Detroit to Port Huron. It was called the Huron
trail probably because it led eventually the Huron River (later named the Clinton River)
and on to the Lake Huron.
Peace and Democracy Reigned Supreme
By 1817 democracy reigned supreme said Parkins in his book Historical Geography
of Detroit. He quotes a lady resident of Detroit at the time as stating that in Detroit we
were all friends Indians, soldiers, French and Americans. In Detroit there was much
good society and hospitality. All sociable and interested in each other. Of course the
Indians were doing a lot of begging. At this time most people could not read and had not
attended school. Schools were being established.
In warm weather the canoe was the major method of transportation and in winter the
snow shoe.
US land office established in 1804 and the first public auction was in 1818. The average
price of land was $4 per acre. (Farmer p37)

In 1818 Macomb County was formed.
A base line had been set up across the state and the future main roads drawn on maps. It
was the third county in Michigan. Parkins states that from 1818 immigration steadily
increased. By 1820 the population of Michigan was 8,765.
After about 1818 we started to have rule by law not brute force. Constables were
appointed. People accused were able to get a fair trial. James Fulton served as the first
Macomb County sheriff from 1818-1822. There has been constant sheriff service since
that time. Later as villages formed constables were appointed. Things were mostly
settled in a peaceful manner rather than by brute force. Finally under American Rule of
Law Warren had law and order and this has created almost two hundred years of peace
unknown to the Warren area at any prior time in the past.
The federal government started selling land in Macomb County. In 1819 the county
of Oakland was subtracted and in 1820 the county of St Clair was subtracted from
Macomb County. Romeo further north wasn’t beginning to be settled until 1821.
1825 Erie Canal
The completion of the Erie Canal in 1825 ushered in an active period of emigration. It
was only four feet deep and 42 feet wide. It linked the Hudson River with Lake Erie.
(363 miles). This made it easier and faster for immigrants to come here. And there were
thousands of immigrants about to head west.
Naming of Macomb County
Macomb County was named in honor of General Alexander Macomb who was a highly
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decorated veteran of the War of 1812. In 1819 and 1820, large portions of the county
were removed to form the counties of Oakland, Lapeer, Genesee and St. Clair. Macomb
County's area now is 482 square miles.
Mt Clemens
Moravian missionaries with Christianized Indians driven out of Ohio established the first
non-native settlement in the county in 1782. The settlement was along the banks of the
Clinton River. 0 In the late 1790s, Christian Clemens had visited the area. Iin March
1800 he purchased a distillery considered the first building in Mount Clemens. In 1801
he purchased 500 acres. Mr Clemens then resold parts of this to settlers for a profit. He
sold them seeds which would work best for his brewery. The settlers upon discovering
that their crops had to be sold to him rather than used for food were very upset. This area
was known as High Banks and was later platted as the Village of Mount Clemens in
1818, when it was made the Macomb County Seat.
Areas around the lake and streams were settled first prior to 1830. After that the interior
of the county was settled.
Around the 1870s, the smelly water from wells under Mt Clemens was developed into
mineral baths and brought international fame to Mount Clemens. Many believed the
waters had healing powers. It gained the name Bath City.
Between 1920 and 1930, Macomb County doubled in population, from 38,103 to
77,146. The Macomb County Historical society states that two significant developments
spurred this growth - the establishment of Selfridge Field in 1917, and the beginning of
the urbanization movement northward from the City of Detroit. This was known as
white flight from the crime in the City of Detroit which became the murder capital of the
nation. Tremendous growth occurred from1950-1970, which led to the adding of
440,000 people.
Macomb County became third in population in the state. The 2000 census shows
788,149.
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